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Planetary SAR and NEO tracking using EISCAT 3D
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1 Extended Abstract

The upcoming EISCAT 3D facility is a high-power, large aperture 233 MHz phased array radar [2]. We have
investigated it’s use as a tool for synthetic aperture radar imaging of planetary targets [3] and orbit estimation of
near-Earth objects [1]. It was demonstrated that while the facility is not powerful enough to meaningfully map
the planets Mars and Venus, it will be well equipped to provide high-resolution maps of the lunar nearside. The
interferometric performance of the EISCAT 3D receiver antenna layout was evaluated for disambiguation of range-
Doppler maps. The effects of travelling ionospheric disturbances on Doppler broadening was estimated. While
ionospheric effects cause significant disturbances, each year will have approximately 100 days where the Moon is
observable. A survey of all possible lunar observations between 2022 and 2040 was done, showing that the view of
the nearside and direction of the Doppler axis changed significantly year-to-year. The study of NEO observation
was done on three separate populations; (1) an estimate based on fireball statistics. (2) Catalogued NEOs from the
JPL small-body database. (3) A theoretical population of minimoons. Two observation schemes were evaluated;
serendipitous discovery of unknown NEOs passing the radar beam and tracking of NEOs using a-priori estimates of
orbital elements. Fireball statistics indicated that 60-1200 objects with diameter D > 0.01 m can be discovered per
year. It was found that approximately 20 objects per year can be tracked post discovery near their closest approach,
indicating that the EISCAT 3D facility can be used for routine NEO tracking. From a theoretical population of
minimoons, it was found that approximately 7 objects per year could be discovered using 8% to 16% of the total
radar time. It was also shown that the EISCAT 3D radar could be used to discover previously uncatalogued NEOs
with sufficient radar time allocated to this purpose. This could be done by arranging time-sharing with ionospheric
observations or space debris observing modes.
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